
Event Title: What We Talk About When We Talk About Food
AWP 2023 Creative Nonfiction Panel Discussion
Saturday, March 11 at 1:45-3:00 PM
Rooms 443-444 | Summit Building, Level 4

Food writing can go beyond memories of grandma’s cooking or stinky
lunch box scenes. Tastes, smells, and memory can tell stories about
fraught families, multilayered cultural identities, and even geopolitics.
These five Asian American writers weave meals and recipes into memoirs
and creative nonfiction to illuminate personal and global histories. This
panel discussion will explore the pitfalls of writing about food and offer
advice about how to use culinary themes to tell deeper stories.

A few audience reminders before we begin:
● Please make sure that spaces marked for wheelchairs remain clear

of chairs or other barriers.
● Treat service animals as working animals. Do not attempt to distract

or pet them during the panel event.
● Be aware that people may have chemical sensitivities. Please refrain

from wearing scented products such as perfumes, colognes, lotions
et al.

● Please be aware that your fellow attendees may have invisible
disabilities. Do not question anyone’s use of an accommodation
while at the conference, including using chairs reserved for those
with disabilities.

● Face masks are appreciated but not required. If you are experiencing
respiratory distress or other symptoms of illness, please prevent
community spread by abstaining from attendance to this event.
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Event Organizer & Moderator:

Grace Hwang Lynch is a Taiwanese American journalist and essayist,
whose work has been published by Tin House, Catapult, and NPR. The
anthologies Lavandería: A Mixed Load of Women, Wash and Word (Sunbelt
Publications) and Mamas and Papas: On the Sublime and Heartbreaking
Art of Parenting (Sunbelt Publications), and Nonwhite and Woman: 131
Micro Essays on Being in the World (Woodhall Press) have included her
work. She is currently writing a memoir. Website:
www.gracehwanglynch.com

Panelists:
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https://tinhouse.com/master-sauce/
https://catapult.co/stories/on-perserving-taiwanese-language-taiwan-through-romanization-grace-hwang-lynch
https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2017/07/13/536822541/the-forgotten-chinese-who-built-sonoma-s-wineries
https://sunbeltpublications.com/shop/lavanderia/
https://sunbeltpublications.com/shop/mamas-and-papas/
https://sunbeltpublications.com/shop/mamas-and-papas/
https://www.woodhallpress.com/nonwhite-and-woman
https://www.woodhallpress.com/nonwhite-and-woman
http://www.gracehwanglynch.com


Lisa Lee Herrick is a Hmong American writer & artist based in California.
She is the editor at large of Hyphen magazine and co-founder of LitHop; a
2021 PEN America Emerging Voices fellow; a regular contributor to The
Rumpus; with notable food essays in the Best American Food Writing 2020
and the Best American Essays 2020 and 2021. Her work is available or
forthcoming online at Catapult, Food52, Emergence Magazine, Pipe
Wrench Magazine, Longreads, and Ploughshares; and anthologized in
Nonwhite and Woman: 131 Micro Essays on Being in the World (Woodhall
Press) and a collection of women’s environmental writing forthcoming in
2024 from Texas Tech University Press. Her latest essay will be available in
the Spring 2023 issue of Orion magazine starting March 1. She is writing a
memoir, and is represented by Jennifer Gates and Jane von Mehren at
Aevitas Creative Management. Website: lisaleeherrick.com
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https://hyphenmagazine.com/
https://www.lithopfresno.org/
https://therumpus.net/2018/05/29/the-abattoir/
https://therumpus.net/2018/05/29/the-abattoir/
https://catapult.co/stories/my-mother-told-stories-through-hmong-embroidery-i-use-the-pen-writing-culture-lisa-lee-herrick
https://food52.com/blog/24166-chicken-recipe-my-family-carried-with-them-to-america
https://emergencemagazine.org/essay/i-am-not-your-peril/
https://pipewrenchmag.com/central-valley/
https://pipewrenchmag.com/central-valley/
https://www.woodhallpress.com/nonwhite-and-woman
https://www.lisaleeherrick.com/


Grace M. Cho is the author of Tastes Like War (Feminist Press), a finalist
for the 2021 National Book Award and winner of the 2022 APALA award
for non-fiction, and Haunting the Korean Diaspora (University of Minnesota
Press 2008). She is Professor of Sociology at College of Staten Island,
CUNY. Website: www.gracemcho.com
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https://www.feministpress.org/books-n-z/tastes-like-war
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/haunting-the-korean-diaspora
http://www.gracemcho.com


Madhushree Ghosh’s work is focused on food, immigrant journeys, social
justice in particular, about women-of-color in science. Her debut food
narrative memoir, Khabaar: An Immigrant Journey was published by
University of Iowa Press and is a Ms Magazine’s Notable Memoir of 2022.
Madhushree’s work has been Pushcart-nominated and was a notable
essay in Best American Food Writing 2021. She has been published in The
New York Times, Washington Post, Longreads, Catapult, Guernica, BOMB
magazine, Panorama, The Rumpus, DAME, Hippocampus and others.
Website: writemadhushree.com

Ella deCastro Baron is a second generation Filipina American living in
California. Her first book of creative nonfiction is, Itchy, Brown Girl Seeks
Employment (City Works Press 2009), and she's published in Nonwhite
and Woman: 131 Micro Essays on Being in the World, (Her)oics: Women’s
Lived Experiences During the Coronavirus Epidemic, Anomaly #31, and
The Rumpus. Her next book, Subos and Baon: A Memoir in Bites, will be
published in Fall 2023. Ella teaches writing at San Diego City College,
UMass, and co-teaches courses on ethnoautobiography and chronic illness
through Corporeal Writing. Website: http://elladecastrobaron.com/
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https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/madhushree-ghosh/khabaar-ghosh/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/14/opinion/india-pakistan-partition.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/14/opinion/india-pakistan-partition.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/05/07/my-company-makes-covid-19-tests-were-exhausted-will-our-efforts-be-enough/
https://longreads.com/2021/05/11/the-state-we-are-in-neither-here-there-nor-in-heaven/
https://catapult.co/stories/how-a-lost-church-in-rajasthan-helped-me-find-my-way-home
https://www.guernicamag.com/plumbing-the-silences-between-mothers-and-children/
https://bombmagazine.org/authors/madhushtree-ghosh
https://bombmagazine.org/authors/madhushtree-ghosh
https://panoramajournal.org/issues/issue-2-treasures/treasures-streetview-san-diego/
https://therumpus.net/2020/05/20/the-rumpus-interview-with-sejal-shah/
https://www.damemagazine.com/2018/03/15/what-i-learned-from-the-fall-of-ellen-pao/
https://hippocampusmagazine.com/2016/12/when-indira-died-by-madhushree-ghosh/
https://writemadhushree.com/
https://sunbeltpublications.com/shop/itchy-brown-girl-seeks-employment/
https://sunbeltpublications.com/shop/itchy-brown-girl-seeks-employment/
https://www.woodhallpress.com/nonwhite-and-woman
https://www.woodhallpress.com/nonwhite-and-woman
https://regal-house-publishing.mybigcommerce.com/her-oics-womens-lived-experiences-during-the-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://regal-house-publishing.mybigcommerce.com/her-oics-womens-lived-experiences-during-the-coronavirus-pandemic/
https://anmly.org/ap31/citizenship-discontents-31/ella-decastro-baron/
https://therumpus.net/2019/10/28/aswang-as-a-second-language/
https://www.corporealwriting.com/
http://elladecastrobaron.com/


Event Sequence

Grace Hwang Lynch:Welcome to “What We Talk About When We Talk
About Food”. Eating and storytelling are two of my favorite things, and
they’re probably yours, too. Using food to tell complicated stories is a
popular and powerful device, whether it’s in a personal essay, narrative
journalism, or a memoir.

A little about myself: I started out writing about food, because I thought it
would allow me to write about the positive experiences in my family
without airing the dirty laundry. But what I found out was that those stories
were unsatisfying and felt like I was avoiding the elephant in the room.
Instead, I started a much longer process of using food as entry points to
conversations, travel, and other explorations that allowed me to get to the
emotional heart of my story.

And that’s why we’ve gathered my fellow panelists, whose writing is in
turns searing and sublime. They each use food not simply as a subject to
be enjoyed, but as a portal to enter into conversations about history,
identity and trauma that are difficult – maybe even impossible – to
articulate otherwise.

Grace Hwang Lynch introduces each panelist, and gives each person 5-7
minutes to give an introduction and read a short passage from their work.

Lisa: an excerpt from “We Learned to Fear Tiger and to Love Squirrel”
published by Emergence Magazine in 2019, which was also a notable
essay in the Best American Essays and Best American Food Writing in
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https://emergencemagazine.org/essay/we-learned-to-fear-tiger-and-love-squirrel/


2020. The squirrel as both food source and spiritual twin is the leitmotif for
this essay about Hmong American perspectives on displacement,
diaspora, and self-determination. This essay was difficult to pitch for many
years because of its unique cultural narratives on wild game hunting,
masculinity, and the psychological effects of war and cultural assimilation
on refugee families. Many lifestyle & travel magazine editors had rejected
the essay idea, stating that Hmong food was not popular enough (or
“trendy enough”) to be written about, or that their audiences would not be
interested in the topics of Hmong culture and food pathways because it
was too niche or esoteric. That this essay was accepted, and
heavily-revised with the aid of a deeply-interested magazine editor—and
then included in two Best American anthologies—felt like a personal
testament for its urgent need to exist in the world.

Grace Cho: an excerpt from the title chapter of Tastes Like War, in which I
come to a realization that my mother’s refusal to eat certain foods was not
merely a “symptom” of her mental illness, but a rational decision and an
act of agency. While my memoir embraces the idea of food as survival and
sustenance, I also explore how food carries traumatic memory and how
not eating can express a will to survive.

Madhushree: An excerpt from the essay, “At the Maacher Bazaar, or Fish
for Life”, a Best American Food Writing 2021 Notable Mention. This essay
highlights how traditions, knowledge and connection with our ancestors
were transferred within my Bengali family from my father to me as a child
when we went to the fish market in New Delhi, keeping his parents’
traditions and stories alive through the act of selecting the best fish.
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https://longreads.com/2019/04/10/at-the-maacher-bazaar-fish-for-life/
https://longreads.com/2019/04/10/at-the-maacher-bazaar-fish-for-life/


Ella de Castro Baron: a prose piece, “Purple Hearts” that explores how
my lifelong love for ube–a purple yam eaten in many forms by Filipinos
(and now a trend)--became a portal to the Philippines and the last visit I
had with my dying Papa. Ube is a geophyte, a type of food that is
considered a “disaster readiness kit” because it carries its own water and
nutrients wherever it goes. As a color, purple is significant because it is the
crown chakra–a spiritual connection between our earthly lives and beyond.
The Purple Heart medal is given to veterans injured or killed at war. Ube
nourished me by helping me honor my father’s complex life as a Vietnam
War veteran as part of my grief.

Grace Hwang Lynch: an excerpt from a piece called “Salty Like Tears”,
which is part of my work-in-progress memoir. This is a corollary to the
essay “On Preserving Taiwanese Through Romanization” that was
published by Catapult. One question I keep coming back to in my writing
is: What is Taiwanese? It’s an answer that I thought I knew, growing up in a
family whose roots on the island go back to the Qing dynasty. But it’s also
a very loaded question. I have a very political father, but even in our family
we were taught that that is too dangerous of a topic to broach in public.
What feels safer to talk about is… dumplings.
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https://anmly.org/ap31/citizenship-discontents-31/ella-decastro-baron/
https://catapult.co/stories/on-perserving-taiwanese-language-taiwan-through-romanization-grace-hwang-lynch


Discussion Prompts

● How does writing about food provide an entryway to discussions of
colonization and complex identities?

● Give an example of a topic that was too difficult to address at first,
but that you were able to explore by using cooking or taste as a
metaphor?

● What are the limitations to leaning on cuisine as a device in narrative
writing?

● Have you received pushback on the ways you’ve chosen to bring
together food and harder-edged or darker narratives? How did you
navigate that?

● Could writing about become a crutch that enables us to avoid
difficult stories?

● What do you wish you had known about food writing in memoir
when you started these projects?

Q&A Community Guidelines
● Please be considerate of our panelists and fellow audience members
● Keep your questions focused to one topic to allow a different people

to participate
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